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Abstract: While there is growing interest in leader–follower relationships in the leadership literature,
little is known about how a leader’s framing effect triggers employees’ proactive behaviors. This
research aims to extend previous knowledge about the effects of leaders’ goal framing and uncover
their potential impacts on followership behaviors. Drawing on social information processing theory,
this study proposes that both types of goal framing (gaining and losing) indirectly influence employees’
followership behaviors by mobilizing their sense of work meaning, especially when they have a power
dependence on their leaders, using the method of questionnaire measurement, CFA analysis, hierarchical
regression analysis, and the bootstrap tested hypotheses. The results show that gain framing indirectly
contributes to employees’ followership behaviors by enhancing work meaning. Furthermore, this
positive indirect relationship is stronger for employees with high power dependence. Yet another
finding reveals that loss framing negatively impacts followership behavior by reducing employees’ sense
of work meaning, which is unaffected by power dependence. From the perspective of the framing effect,
this study verifies the influence of goal framing on employees’ behaviors and illustrates the effect of
work meaning as a mechanism of goal framing on followership behavior.

Keywords: goal framing; followership; work meaning; power dependence

1. Introduction

Leaders, as crucial information sources within the organization, can guide employees’
attention to crucial information, thereby influencing their cognitive patterns and altering
their overall perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors toward organizational goals and their
daily work [1]. This phenomenon known as the “framing effect” illustrates how changes in
description can reverse individual behavioral preferences, emphasizing the influence of
information presentation on decision-making processes [2]. In the framing effect, speakers
use negative or positive terms to construct information, thereby guiding listeners to make
different behaviors. For example, a leader’s positive or negative depiction of current work
can impact whether employees revolve their tasks around the leader, support, cooperate,
and assist the leader’s work. In practice, some leaders use positive language or gain framing,
emphasizing the prospects of success and favorable outcomes, motivating employees
to act to achieve organizational goals and exhibit positive followership behaviors [3].
Alternatively, certain leaders believe that negative language or loss framing can stimulate
employees by portraying potential losses and failures as threats to employee interests and
intensifying employees’ feelings of insecurity, panic, and stress, aiming to force employees
to transform stress into motivation and make positive efforts to achieve goals. However,
when guiding employees towards active behaviors, does a leader’s use of positive or
negative framing have the same persuasive effect? How can a leader best construct and
communicate information to motivate their followers effectively?

Current research on the framing effect suggests that goal framing is a commonly used
non-value intervention method in the fields of communication and behavioral persuasion.
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Goal framing is a type of framing effect, also known as gain–loss framing, that presents in-
formation in a way that influences decision-making processes and encourages goal-oriented
behavior [4,5]. Goal framing is widely applied in real-life decision-making scenarios, in-
cluding health, economic, and political decisions. It has also received significant attention
and progress in organizational psychology research. Research has established connections
between a leader’s gain–loss framing and outcomes such as employee innovative behavior,
knowledge hiding, unethical pro-organizational behavior (UPB), work performance, and
work attitudes [6–10]. Research found that framing, as a crucial signal, leads to different
perceptions and behaviors among employees who receive information. The use of gain
framing by leaders can foster positive leader–subordinate relationships and stimulate
employees’ perceptions of responsibility. Moreover, when presented in a gain framing,
employees who have positive interactions with their leaders are better able to comprehend
the leader’s expectations for achieving goals, fulfill their duties, recognize the importance of
goal achievement for the leader, themselves, and the organization, and are more willing to
engage in innovative behaviors to achieve the goals. Conversely, loss framing is negatively
associated with employees’ innovative behavior and leader–subordinate relationships [3].
Additional research indicates that there is a goal framing effect in the impact of leaders on
subordinates’ willingness for UPB, when the framing types fit the individual’s regulatory
focus [8]. However, the current research on goal framing has drawn an overly simplistic
conclusion, with insufficient investigation into the influencing process mechanisms. As
research on goal framing advances and matures, it becomes necessary to move beyond
simpler direct effects to understand the processes by which goal framing may influence
cognitive responses. These cognitive responses may better explain the influence of framing
effects on individual attitudes and behavioral outcomes [10].

Furthermore, leaders play a critical role in aligning employee actions with organiza-
tional goals, and the effective communication skill is essential for alignment [11]. Leaders
can utilize goal framing to influence employees and persuade them to take action towards
achieving specific organizational goals by creating shared goals with them. Shared goal
setting and communication between leaders and employees can enhance employees’ moti-
vation to follow [12,13]. According to the social constructivist perspective, followership
involves achieving organizational goals through individual or group efforts that are in-
fluenced by the leader in a specific situation [14]. The relationship between a leader and
follower is characterized by interpersonal orientation, interactivity, and shared goals [15].
The way in which leaders communicate with their employees and construct their work
goals affects employees’ willingness to follow and followership behavior. Research has
shown that employees who actively follow have a stronger sense of responsibility and are
willing to work together with their leaders to achieve goals [16]. This is of long-term signif-
icance for achieving sustainable organizational development. However, current research
on how a leader’s goal framing influences employee followership behavior and the process
mechanisms is insufficient.

Considering these limitations, to advance understandings about the effects of goal
framing, the current study seeks to investigate the effects of goal framing on followership
behavior and underlying boundary conditions under which these effects of goal framing
are manifested. Drawing from social information processing theory (SIPT), this study
aims to explore how leaders’ goal framing, namely gain framing and loss framing, impact
employees’ followership behaviors through affecting employees’ work meaning in the
condition of power dependence. SIPT suggests that an individual’s behavior is influenced
by how they process and interpret specific information [17]. Goal framing comprises infor-
mation about organizational goals and expectations conveyed from leaders to employees.
Employees then process this framed information and compare it with their personal goals,
values, and experiences to understand the underlying meaning of the frame in workplace.
According to SIPT, this process can further influence their cognitive responses, such as work
meaning, which in turn impact their followership behaviors. For instance, if the framed
information aligns with employees’ values and is perceived as meaningful, it is more likely
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to motivate them to follow their leaders, commit to organizational goals, and actively
engage in teamwork [18]. SIPT highlights that individuals’ behaviors are influenced by
the social environment they are in, shaping the process of adjusting their actions based on
social information. Furthermore, the power status of leaders enhances the persuasiveness
of their discourse, making their disseminated information more influential and more easily
accepted or convincing by others [19–21]. Thus, this study proposed and analyzed the
indirect relationship between gain–loss framing and followership behaviors through the
mediation of work meaning and the moderation of power dependence.

This study enhances our understanding of the influence of leaders’ goal framing on
employees’ followership behaviors from the perspective of social information processing
theory. First, by studying the indirect relationship between goal framing and followership
behavior, we gained insights into the cognitive mechanisms at play in the framing effect.
This deepened our understanding of goal framing. Second, this study put forward a
new view on the antecedence of active followership behaviors from the perspective of
information. Third, by identifying power dependence as boundary conditions, this study
extends the research on contextual factors of the influences of goal framing on employees’
work meaning and followership. It clarifies the conditions under which goal framing
influences behavior in organizational contexts.

2. Literature Review and Hypotheses
2.1. Social Information Processing Theory

The social information processing theory explains cognitive processes involved in
how individuals receive, process, and respond to information. It suggests that attitudes
and behaviors often result from the cognitive products of the social environment [17].
Prior to engaging in behavior, individuals typically go through several social information
processing steps. These steps include encoding social cues, interpreting cues to identify
others’ intentions or for self-evaluation, clarifying goals, and determining responses. These
sequential steps lead to behavioral outcomes.

Social information has a dual effect on work attitudes and behavior. Firstly, it provides
guidelines for socially acceptable beliefs, attitudes, and needs, along with acceptable
reasons for action, thereby constructing meaning directly. Secondly, it directs an individual’s
attention to specific information, enhancing its salience, and sets expectations for individual
behavior outcomes [17].

According to social information processing theory, job or task characteristics are
not inherent, but rather constructed [17]. Leaders in organizations have the authority
to control and influence employee work resources and career development. Therefore,
leaders are critical social information sources for employees, constructing meaning for
work-related factors. Daily interactions with leaders can help employees understand task
goals, behavioral requirements, and expectations in the workplace, which can influence
their behavior.

The social information processing perspective suggests that employees can form
perceptions of their work by selectively perceiving and interpreting their social environment
and past behaviors [17]. The characteristics of social information can influence the formation
of these perceptions, and the sources and social background of information can also affect
the salience of information and the interpretations formed. Therefore, the social information
processing theory can explain how positive or negative goal frames transmitted by leaders’
impact employee followership behavior.

2.2. Goal Framing

In psychology, framing refers to how people process information [22]. Kahneman
and Tversky (1981) found that people’s decisions are influenced by how the alternative
options are described, showing a preference reversal phenomenon in their study on the
‘Asian disease problem’ [22]. This evidently contradicts the constancy principle of rational
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decision-making, and they termed this preference shift for alternative options due to
semantic changes as the framing effect.

Levin et al. (1998) conducted a meta-analysis of interdisciplinary studies on framing
effects. They categorized the framing effect into three distinct types: risky framing, attribute
framing, and goal framing. The concept of the goal framing effect was initially defined
by them [23]. The goal framing starts by outlining behavioral consequences, emphasizing
positive outcomes of engaging in the behavior or negative outcomes of not participating,
thereby influencing various behavioral decisions. Research has utilized the goal framing
effect to explore the impact of different types of information or wording on willingness
or behavior, focusing on whether positive or negative goal framing is more effective at
persuading individuals toward certain behaviors [24–26].

Several studies suggest that goal framing affects individual cognitive processes [27].
Goals direct attention, determine which knowledge and attitudes are most easily accessible
cognitively, influence how people evaluate various aspects of situations, and guide the
consideration of different options. Goals themselves reflect factors that motivate individuals
in specific contexts. Activation of an individual’s goal significantly influences their current
thoughts, sensitivity to information, perception of viable action choices, and subsequent
actions [28]. Goals can also adjust dynamically based on the context, enabling selective
processing of incoming information [27].

Within organizational research, goal framing emphasizes how leaders interpret issues
and shape contexts to foster collaborative efforts among organizational members, with the
ultimate aim of achieving a specific goal [29]. In practical management, work structures
are relatively fixed. However, leaders exhibit high flexibility in using different framing
types to describe work characteristics and goals. Leaders can influence how employees
interpret information by manipulating goal framing. Research has shown that employees’
attitudes and behaviors can be changed based on the positive or negative language used
by leaders [30]. When leaders clarify the significance of work and provide contextual
information to employees, they can influence their motivation for followership and behavior
through specific responsive language forms and symbols [31].

2.3. Followership Behavior

The main outcome of our study is followership behavior, which is a key indicator for
measuring leadership effectiveness and a strategy for addressing cooperation and coor-
dination issues within organizations [32,33]. Followership directly relates to whether the
leader’s directives can be effectively implemented, consequently impacting the realization
of organizational goals [14,16]. Research has summarized the motivation behind follow-
ership behavior, indicating that employees may engage in followership due to adherence
to the formal position of leaders in society, a desire to achieve individual goals, seeking
security and protection from superiors or leaders, and identifying with charismatic and
powerful leaders [34]. Therefore, followership behavior is under the influence of leaders
and is the result of considerations of both individual and organizational interests. Within
the leader–follower relationship in organizations, the study of the framing effect helps us to
gain insight into how a leader’s goal setting, goal-proposal, and goal-expression influence
employees’ understanding and acceptance of work goals. This process can activate the
followership motivation, which in turn shapes employees’ followership behaviors.

2.4. Formulation of Hypotheses
2.4.1. Goal Framing and Followership Behavior

The way information is presented significantly shapes people’s decisions. The phe-
nomenon in which different descriptions of the same thing led individuals to make different
behavioral decisions is known as the framing effect [35]. Specifically, the goal framing
effect occurs when individuals opt for either gain or loss framing to convey ideas for
persuasive purposes [36,37]. Positive goal framing focuses on the potential benefits or gains
of a behavior, while negative goal framing concentrates on potential losses [38]. However,
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whether employing positive gain framing or negative loss framing, the fundamental aim
remains to persuade individuals toward a specific course of action. According to social
information processing theory (SIPT), individuals process and interpret social information,
determining their attitudes and behaviors [17]. Therefore, the different expressions of gain
framing and loss framing have distinctive impacts on individuals.

Followership behavior is guided by leaders and involves effective communication,
helping leaders take responsibility and actively solving problems [39]. Whether employees
choose to make a behavioral decision to follow the leader is closely related to the leader’s
behavioral guidance, motivation, and positive and effective interaction between superiors
and subordinates [18]. The way leaders describe goals not only offers strategies for employ-
ees to accomplish organizational goals but also accentuates specific information aspects
within different framing types, influencing their decisions in followership behavior [40].

The positive information conveyed through gain framing tends to enhance employees’
internal motivation, foster close cooperative relationships with leaders, and activate their
consciousness of dedication, loyalty, and responsibility, consequently eliciting proactive
followership behavior [41]. Thus, we hypothesize the following:

H1. Gain framing is positively related to followership behavior.

However, this study posits that the loss framing approach might have a negative
impact on employees’ proactive followership behavior. By emphasizing potential losses
and negative outcomes at work, employees tend to focus more on avoiding failure than
achieving success [42,43]. This cautious approach in decision-making reduces employees’
enthusiasm and motivation, resulting in decreased work motivation and performance.
When leaders employ loss framing, it heightens employees’ sense of insecurity, leading
them to take conservative actions to protect their interests rather than taking positive
actions to solve dilemmas. Followership behavior involves employees voluntarily or
unconsciously accepting a leader’s influence and engaging in efforts toward common
organizational goals [44]. However, loss framing might lead employees to focus more on
self-interest rather that cooperation for team or organizational goals. Therefore, the use of
loss framing may have a negative impact on employees’ proactive followership behavior.
This study proposes the following hypotheses:

H2. Loss framing is negatively related to followership behavior.

2.4.2. Goal Framing and Work Meaning

Social information stems from the verbal expressions and behaviors of others, people
form their cognition through observation and interpretation of this information [17]. Work
meaning represents an individual-level cognitive factor that involves intrinsic interest
in assigned tasks, emphasizing subjective feelings and experiential orientation. Unlike
other objective job characteristics, such as task importance or skill diversity, work meaning
is more proximal to individual cognitive evaluations. It directly reflects an individual’s
subjective perceptions of work tasks and provides a more direct assessment of whether
the work performed contributes to personal development. Previous research suggests that
work meaning plays a positive role in work behaviors, work attitudes, work performance,
work engagement, and other outcomes [45–47]. Work meaning, therefore, provides indi-
viduals with a cognitive sense of the importance of work, and also influences individuals’
behavioral decisions in the workplace.

Leaders also play a crucial role in shaping or influencing work meaning. Leaders frame
the organization’s mission, goals, purpose for employees and interpret and communicate
various work events and environments, thereby influencing employees’ perceptions of
work meaning [46,48]. Leaders who use gain framing can create a narrative of “gains”
for employees, emphasizing the rewards and career advancements associated with work
tasks. This activates strong work ideals and a sense of work meaning, fulfilling employees’
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growth needs [47,49]. Thus, this study asserts that employees exposed to gain framing
perceive the information as aligning with their expectations, attributing meaning to their
work. Based on the above discussion, the following hypotheses can be inferred.

H3. Gain framing is positively related to work meaning.

In contrast, when leaders adopt a loss framing perspective, it leads to a scenario
of “loss” for employees, highlighting how poorly completing work tasks could result in
personal performance and developmental losses. This engenders resistance toward work
tasks, increased sensitivity to negative outcomes, and a diminished sense of work meaning
among employees. In summary, this study posits that different types of goal framing actions
influences employees’ perceptions of work meaning differently, as hypothesized below.

H4. Loss framing is negatively related to work meaning.

2.4.3. The Mediating Role of Work Meaning

Regardless of whether leaders employ positive or negative goal framing with employ-
ees, the aim remains to effectively persuade employees to adopt followership behaviors.
According to social information processing theory (SIPT), the types of goal framing con-
veyed by leaders to employees, whether positive or negative, can influence employees’
perception of information, thereby impacting individual behavior. As a cognitive factor,
work meaning can influence employees’ work behavior and is related to employees’ evalu-
ations of the personal interests [46]. Thus, employees’ work-related perceptions of ideas
such as work meaning may serve as a bridge to convey the effects of goal framing on
followership behavior.

Financial incentives can affect an individual’s sense of work meaning [46]. A positive
framing highlights the potential gains and favorable outcomes of employees’ follower-
ship behavior, fostering resonance with the goals set by leaders and enhancing a sense
of meaningful work [47]. Consequently, employees are more inclined to adopt follow-
ership behaviors, such as supporting leaders and investing effort in common goals, as
hypothesized below.

H5: Work meaning mediates the relationship between gain framing and followership behavior.

In contrast, loss framing accentuates potential losses, which makes employees more
sensitive to failure, reduces their perceived meaning of work, and makes them more conser-
vative in their behavior, thus weakening followership motivation [50]. Additionally, due to
the loss framing, employees perceive that they are engaged in work that does not lead to
additional personal advancement and career prospects, which can lead to a deterioration of
well-being, undermining personal efficacy beliefs and a sense of purpose, and an unwilling-
ness to engage in proactive behaviors to achieve their goals. This study suggested that gain
and loss goal framing impact employees’ proactive followership behavior differently, with
employees’ perception of work meaning playing a mediating role. Thus, we hypothesize
the following:

H6: Work meaning mediates the relationship between loss framing and followership behavior.

2.4.4. The Moderating Role of Power Dependence

According to social information processing theory, the formation of individual cogni-
tion and behavior is influenced not only by the characteristics of information but also by
sender- and individual-related factors [51]. In psychological studies, power is understood
as controlling significant resources such as information or decisions or influencing the
thoughts and behaviors (outcomes) of others [52,53]. Power dependence refers to the
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degree of control that a leader has over the goals and resources that employees value [54].
Specifically, goals reflect the states individuals want to achieve or avoid [55], while resources
reflect the means individuals need to achieve these goals [56]. Leaders wield influence by
providing or withholding resources pivotal for employees’ goal accomplishment [53].

Therefore, differences in employees’ dependence on leader power can affect the
persuasive effect of goal framing, influencing employees’ perception of the work meaning.
As critical resources necessary for achieving goals lie in leaders, highly power-dependent
employees, upon receiving positive information conveyed through gain framing, find that
goal framing is more attractive and relevant, enhancing the perception of work meaning [57].
However, upon receiving positive information through gain framing, low power-dependent
employees perceive the information as relatively less attractive, thereby weakening its
impact on their perception of work significance. Therefore, the present study considers
power dependence as a moderating variable between gain framing and work meaning, as
hypothesized below.

H7: Power dependence moderates the relationship between gain framing and work meaning such
that the relationship is stronger when power dependence is high rather than low.

Employees consider leaders with greater control over resources to be authorities [58].
The authority and influence of leaders can change employees’ responses to loss fram-
ing. Upon receiving negative information conveyed through loss framing, highly power-
dependent employees might reduce their fear of negative outcomes. Consequently, they
might prioritize understanding the leader’s intentions and goals, believing the leader’s
statements rather than just focusing on the possible negative results. This significantly
weakens the negative impact of loss framing on people’s perception of work meaning. Con-
versely, when exposed to information from loss framing, low power-dependent employees
may not fully trust the leader’s authority. They focus more on personal losses and negative
impacts and interpret negative framing information through their understanding of work
meaning and values. As a result, this may reinforce the negative impact of loss framing on
the perception of work meaning. Therefore, the present study considers power dependence
as a moderating variable between loss framing and work meaning, as hypothesized below.

H8: Power dependence moderates the relationship between loss framing and work meaning such
that the relationship is weaker when power dependence is high rather than low.

According to the above analysis, the level of power dependence explains how employ-
ees treat the power and resources controlled by leaders and, in turn, affects the acceptance
of goal framing and their perception of work meaning. Therefore, for employees with
different levels of power dependence, different goal framing leads to different behavioral
outcomes [59]. This study further proposes an integrated research model, as shown in
Figure 1, where employees’ power dependence positively moderates the indirect effect of
gain framing on followership behavior through work meaning. Specifically, high power
dependence strengthens the impact of gain framing on work meaning, prompting positive
followership behavior. Conversely, low power dependence weakens the impact of gain
framing on work meaning and subsequent followership behavior, as hypothesized below.

Employees’ power dependence negatively moderates the indirect effect of loss framing
on followership behavior through work meaning. Similarly, high power dependence
mitigates the negative impact of loss framing on work meaning, indirectly influencing
followership behavior. Conversely, low power dependence amplifies the negative impact
of loss framing on work meaning, affecting positive behavior indirectly. This leads us to
propose the following hypotheses:
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H9: Power dependence moderates the indirect effect of gain framing on employees’ followership
behavior through work meaning such that the indirect effect is stronger when power dependence is
high rather than low.

H10: Power dependence moderates the indirect effect of loss framing on employees’ followership
behavior through work meaning such that the indirect effect is weaker when power dependence is
high rather than low.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Collection and Participants

In this study, the online convenience sampling approach was used to distribute the
questionnaires at three time points (every half month apart). The questionnaires were
distributed to Credamo (https://www.credamo.com/ accessed on 30 December 2023), and
the research subjects were limited to enterprise employees. Finally, the three waves of
research data were matched by the ID of the participants identified by the Credamo. The
specific research process is as follows:

In the initial phase (T1), 560 questionnaires were distributed in September 2023; these
were focused on control variables and the independent variables—gain framing and loss
framing. In phase 2 (T2), questionnaires were distributed to 560 participants who completed
the first phase of the survey two weeks later, and a total of 483 valid questionnaires were
collected, for an effective recovery rate of 86%. In this stage, employees’ work meaning
is assessed. In phase three (T3), questionnaires were distributed to the 483 participants
who completed the second phase two weeks earlier, for a total of 404 collected valid
questionnaires, for an effective recovery rate of 83.6%. In this stage, the followership
behavior and power dependence of employees are collected. According to the results of
the three-phase survey, the overall sample recovery rate was 72.14%.

The sample was 41.6% male and 58.4% female. Regarding education, 84.7% held
a bachelor’s degree or higher, with 68.1% having a bachelor’s degree. In terms of age
distribution, 48.3% were aged 21–30 years, 38.9% were aged 31–40 years, 8.9% were aged
41–50 years, and 4.0% were over 51 years, indicating a predominantly younger demographic
in the study. Most participants (77.7%) had between 2 and 10 years of work experience;
45.8% had 2–5 years of work experience, and 31.9% had 6–10 years of work experience.
Concerning collaboration time with leaders, the majority (69.1%) had collaborated for
2–5 years.

3.2. Measurement

In this study, all the variables were adapted from existing scales. All the variables,
their definitions, constructs, quantity of items and related reference sources are shown in
Table 1 below. Except for the control variables, the variables were measured using a 7-point
Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). To ensure semantic consistency, we
followed a back-translation procedure to obtain Chinese questionnaires. We also conducted

https://www.credamo.com/
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a presurvey among MBA students (n = 30) to validate the translated scales. There was no
semantic ambiguity in any of the items, and no one was confused when answering the
questionnaire; therefore, the question of questionnaire bias was excluded. According to 404
prediction questionnaires, the predicted Cronbach’s α value of each variable is greater than
0.5, which basically indicates good internal consistency.

Table 1. Measurement instruments.

Variable Definition Measure Items References

Goal framing

The leader’s goal framing focuses on how the leader
interprets problems, constructs situations to promote

collaborative cooperation among organizational
members, and achieves organizational goals.

6 Xu J. et al. (2019) [6]

Work meaning

Work meaning refers to refers both to the
psychological meaning that work brings, to work as

a means of creating meaning, and to the desire to
make a positive contribution to the common goals of

the organization.

4 Steger et al. (2012) [47]

Power dependence

A person with power influences the achievement of
others’ goals by providing or retaining the necessary
resources for goal realization, resulting in a power

dependence between them.

2 Wee et al. (2017) [54]

Followership behavior
Followership behavior is the willingness of a

follower to work with a leader to optimize
performance to achieve organizational goals.

6 Christopher and Sharon
(2015) [60]

Gain framing and loss framing were measured using the 6-item scale developed by
Xu J. et al. (2019) [6]. Sample items included “My leader emphasizes the positive impact
that work or tasks themselves can have on employees’ personal development” and “My
leader tends to emphasize the actual or potential losses that may result from task failure”.
The Cronbach’s α coefficients for the scale were 0.764 and 0.825.

We adopted the work meaning scale developed by Steger et al. (2012), which includes
four items, such as “I think the work I am engaged in is very meaningful” and “My work
helps fulfill my life values and meaning [47].” The Cronbach’s α coefficient for the scale
was 0.847.

We assessed power dependence with the scale developed by Wee et al. (2017), which
includes two items, “To what extent do you rely on your immediate superior to achieve
your desired career goals (e.g., promotion)?” and “To what extent do you rely on your
superiors for materials, methods, information, and other resources you care about? [54]”
The Cronbach’s α coefficient for the scale was 0.551.

Followership behavior was measured with the scale developed by Christopher and
Sharon (2015), which contains six items, such as “I actively complete tasks assigned by my
leader” and “I am willing to support my leader. [60]” The Cronbach’s α coefficient for the
scale was 0.806.

We included gender, age, education, organizational tenure, and collaboration time
with leaders as control variables. Previous studies have shown that organizational tenure
and collaboration time with leaders are relevant to followership behavior [61,62].

3.3. Data Analysis

In this study, SPSS 26.0 and Mplus 8.3 were used for the statistical analysis of the data.
The statistical procedures were as follows: First, we conducted confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) using Mplus 8.3 to assess the fit of the measurement model before estimating the
structural model. Second, descriptive statistical analysis and correlation analysis were
performed using SPSS 26.0. Finally, hypothesis testing was conducted using hierarchical
regression analysis and the bootstrap method.
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4. Results
4.1. Common Method Variance (CMV) Test and Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFAs)

The data of this study were collected through self-reports by employees. Methods
such as concealing the purpose of the research, randomizing questionnaire item arrange-
ments, and introducing specific discriminating questions were used to control for CMV.
Considering the potential existence of CMV, we conducted Harman’s one-factor analysis
to examine all items of the five variables. The first factor accounted for only 35.589% of
the total variance (less than 50%), indicating that CMV did not significantly impact this
study [63].

In this study, Mplus 8.0 was used for confirmatory factor analysis, and the analysis re-
sults are shown in Table 2. The five-factor model had the best fit (χ2/df = 1.125, CFI = 0.995,
TLI = 0.994, RMSEA = 0.018). This model is significantly better than the other factor models,
indicating that the discriminant validity of the five variables is acceptable.

Table 2. Results of confirmatory factor analysis.

Model χ2 df χ2/df RMSEA SRMR CFI TLI

five-factor model
(A, B, C, D, E) 105.792 94 1.125 0.018 0.029 0.995 0.994

four-factor model
(A+B, C, D, E) 417.431 98 4.2595 0.090 0.108 0.877 0.850

three-factor model
(A+B+C, D, E) 501.902 101 4.969 0.099 0.117 0.846 0.817

two-factor model
(A+B+C+D, E) 841.932 103 8.174 0.133 0.100 0.716 0.669

one-factor model
(A+B+C+D+E) 869.569 104 8.361 0.135 0.101 0.706 0.661

Note: N—404; A—gain framing; B—loss framing; C—work meaning; D—power dependence; E—followership
behavior.

4.2. Descriptive Statistics

Table 3 presents the means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients of the
variables involved in this study. From Table 2, it can be observed that the gain framing
is significantly positively correlated with work meaning (r = 0.478, p < 0.01), the loss
framing is significantly negatively correlated with work meaning (r = −0.221, p < 0.01), the
gain framing is significantly positively correlated with followership behavior (r = 0.472,
p < 0.01), and the loss framing is significantly negatively correlated with followership
behavior (r = −0.201, p < 0.01), providing preliminary support for research hypotheses H1,
H2, H3, and H4.

Table 3. Means, standard deviations, and correlations.

Variables Means SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. Gender 1.58 0.493
2. Education 2.97 0.673 −0.055
3. Age 1.69 0.796 −0.068 −0.209 **
4. Organizational tenure 2.57 0.906 −0.125 * −0.141 ** 0.675 **
5. Collaboration time 2.09 0.608 −0.149 ** −0.151 ** 0.494 ** 0.628 **
6. Gain Framing 5.563 1.005 −0.05 −0.017 −0.079 0.011 0.088
7. Loss Framing 4.268 1.447 −0.046 −0.134 ** 0.048 0.034 −0.060 −0.327 **
8. PD 5.209 0.991 −0.045 0.021 0.086 0.041 0.109 * 0.162 ** −0.099 *
9. WM 5.601 0.998 −0.058 −0.124 * 0.165 ** 0.250 ** 0.302 ** 0.478 ** −0.221 ** 0.215 **
10. FB 5.939 0.721 0.014 −0.134 ** 0.174 ** 0.215 ** 0.211 ** 0.472 ** −0.201 ** 0.183 ** 0.786 **

Note: WM—work meaning; PD—power dependence; FB—followership behavior. N—404, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.

4.3. Hypothesis Testing
4.3.1. Direct and Mediating Effect Testing

To examine the mediating effect, we adopted Baron and Kenny’s (1986) four-step
mediation analysis method [64]. This study aimed to explore whether work meaning acts
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as a mediator between gain framing, loss framing, and followership behavior. First, we
examined the impact of gain framing and loss framing on work meaning. Second, we
examined the influence of gain framing and loss framing on followership behavior. We
subsequently evaluated the impact of work meaning on followership behavior. If the first
three steps are confirmed, we further analyze whether gain framing, loss framing, and work
meaning affect followership behavior. If the effects of gain framing and loss framing on
followership behavior are enhanced, weakened, or no longer significant, then the mediating
role of work meaning is established. The empirical research results are shown as follows.

In examining the “gain framing–work meaning–followership behavior” pathway for
linear regression relationships among variables, five models (Models 1 through 5) were
constructed and assessed, as summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Results of hierarchical regression analysis.

Work Meaning Followership Behavior
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Control Variables
Gender −0.031 *** 0.005 0.020 0.047 * 0.044
Education −0.124 −0.103 −0.103 −0.087 −0.034
Age −0.068 * 0.038 0.015 0.094 0.074
Organizational tenure 0.138 0.122 0.094 0.083 0.019
Collaboration time 0.387 *** 0.274 * 0.138 0.054 * −0.088
Independent Variables
Gain framing 0.460 *** 0.034 *** 0.101 ***
Mediator
Work meaning 0.520 ***
R2 0.105 0.313 0.066 0.284 0.640
Adjusted R2 0.093 0.303 0.054 0.273 0.634
F 9.308 *** 30.147 *** 5.597 *** 26.283 *** 100.515 ***

Note: N—404, *** p < 0.001, *p < 0.05.

Model 1 included work meaning as the dependent variable and control variables
as independent variables; these variables were subsequently entered into the regression
equation. The results indicated that only gender, age, and collaboration time with the
leader had linear regression relationships with work meaning among the control variables.

Model 2, based on Model 1, introduced the gain framing as an independent variable
into the model. The results showed a positive correlation between gain framing and work
meaning (B = 0.460, p < 0.001), indicating a strong positive predictive effect of gain framing
on work meaning, thus confirming H3.

Model 3 takes followership behavior as the result variable and the control variable
as the independent variable; these variables are included in the regression equation.
The results show that there is no linear correlation between the control variables and
followership behavior.

On the basis of Model 3, Model 4 puts the gain framing as an independent variable into
Model 3. The results show that the gain framing is positively correlated with followership
behavior (B = 0.034, p < 0.001), indicating that the gain framing has a positive predictive
effect on followership behavior. Therefore, H1 is verified again.

Model 5, based on Model 3, included the gain framing as an independent variable.
The results showed that work meaning significantly influenced followership behavior
(B = 0.520, p < 0.001). Additionally, the gain framing significantly influenced followership
behavior (B = 0.101, p < 0.001). The impact of gain framing on followership behavior
was strengthened by the presence of work meaning, preliminarily validating the partial
mediating role of work meaning between gain framing and followership behavior and
confirming H5.

To further examine the mediating role of work meaning, this study employed the
bootstrap method, as suggested by MacKinnon et al. (2004), setting 5000 iterations for
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resampling and a confidence interval of 95% [65]. SPSS-Process Model 4 was used to test
whether work meaning had a mediating effect. The results are shown in Table 5. The
confidence interval (CI) of the indirect effect is [0.160, 0.321], and the interval does not
contain 0. Again, it can be verified that there is a significant mediating effect of work
meaning between gain framing and followership behavior, providing further validation
for H5.

Table 5. Results of the indirect effect model from the fain framing to followership behavior.

Model with Controls
Coefficients LLCI ULCI

Gain Framing→Work Meaning
Independent Variables

Gain framing 0.460 0.378 0.543
Control Variables

Gender 0.005 −0.163 0.173
Education −0.103 −0.227 0.022
Age 0.038 −0.105 0.181
Organizational tenure 0.122 −0.016 0.260
Collaboration time 0.274 0.097 0.450

Work Meaning→Followership Behavior
Mediate Variables

Work meaning 0.520 0.468 0.571
Control Variables

Gender 0.044 −0.044 0.132
Education −0.034 −0.099 0.032
Age 0.074 −0.001 0.149
Organizational tenure 0.019 −0.053 0.092
Collaboration time −0.088 −0.181 0.006

Gain Framing→Work Meaning→Followership Behavior
Direct effect 0.101 0.052 0.151
Indirect effect 0.239 0.160 0.321
Total effect 0.341 0.280 0.401

Note: LL—lower limit; UL—upper limit; CI—confidence interval, 95% confidence intervals.

In examining the “loss framing–work meaning–followership behavior” pathway for
linear regression relationships among variables, five models (Models 6 through 11) were
constructed and assessed, as summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Results of hierarchical regression analysis.

Work Meaning Followership Behavior
Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11

Control Variables
Gender −0.031 *** 0.061 0.020 −0.001 0.034 *
Education −0.124 −0.172 ** −0.103 −0.136 ** −0.039 *
Age −0.068 * −0.057 * 0.015 0.023 0.055 **
Organizational tenure 0.138 0.138 0.094 0.109 0.019
Collaboration time 0.387 *** 0387 *** 0.138 0.096 −0.088

Independent Variables
Loss framing −0.158 *** −0.109 *** −0.021

Mediator
Work meaning 0.564 ***

R2 0.105 0.155 0.066 0.112 0.627
Adjusted R2 0.093 0.142 0.054 0.099 0.620
F 9.308 *** 12.133 *** 5.597 *** 8.357 *** 94.916 ***

Note: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.
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Model 7 took work meaning as the dependent variable and control variables as the
independent variables and was entered into the regression equation. The results showed
that among the controlled variables, only gender, age, and collaboration time had linear
regression relationships with work meaning.

Model 8, built upon Model 7, introduced loss framing as an independent variable.
The findings revealed a negative correlation between loss framing and employees’ work
meaning (B = −0.158, p < 0.001), indicating a strong negative predictive effect of loss
framing on work meaning, thus confirming H4.

Model 9 considered followership behavior as the outcome variable and the control vari-
able as the independent variable, which is included in the regression equation. The results
revealed no linear correlation between the control variables and followership behavior.

Model 10, an extension of Model 9, introduced loss framing as an independent variable.
The outcomes revealed a negative correlation between loss framing and followership
behavior (B = −0.109, p < 0.001), thereby reaffirming H2.

Model 11, built upon Model 10, incorporated both loss framing and work meaning.
The findings indicated that work meaning significantly influenced employees’ follower-
ship behavior (B = 0.564, p < 0.001), while loss framing did not significantly influence
followership behavior (B = −0.021, p > 0.05). This preliminary evidence suggests that work
meaning fully mediates the relationship between loss framing and followership behavior,
validating H6.

The mediating effect of work meaning between loss framing and followership behavior
was also examined using SPSS-Process Model 4. The outcomes presented in Table 7 show
the confidence intervals (CIs) for the indirect effects, ranging from [−0.132, −0.051]. This
nonzero interval reaffirms the statistically significant mediation of work meaning between
loss framing and followership behavior, providing further confirmation of H6.

Table 7. Results of the indirect effect model from loss framing to followership behavior.

Model with Controls
Coefficients LLCI ULCI

Loss Framing→Work Meaning
Independent Variables

Loss framing −0.158 −0.221 −0.094
Control Variables

Gender −0.061 −0.248 0.126
Education −0.172 −0.312 −0.032
Age −0.057 −0.214 0.100
Organizational tenure 0.159 0.006 0.312
Collaboration time 0.326 0.130 0.522

Work Meaning→Followership Behavior
Mediate Variables

Work meaning 0.564 0.516 0.611
Control Variables

Gender 0.044 −0.044 0.132
Education 0.034 −0.056 0.124
Age 0.055 −0.021 0.131
Organizational tenure 0.019 −0.055 0.093
Collaboration time −0.088 −0.183 0.008

Loss Framing→Work Meaning→Followership Behavior
Direct effect −0.021 −0.052 0.011
Indirect effect −0.089 −0.132 −0.051
Total effect −0.109 −0.157 −0.062

Note: LL—lower limit; UL—upper limit; CI—confidence interval, 95% confidence intervals.

4.3.2. Moderating Effect Analysis

This study posits that power dependence moderates the positive relationship between
gain framing and work meaning. This finding indicates that the stronger employees’ power
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dependence on the leader, the stronger the positive relationship between gain framing
and work meaning. Similarly, it is theorized that this reliance negatively moderates the
relationship between the loss framing and work meaning, such that the relationship is
weaker when power dependence is high rather than low.

The analysis indicated that, after considering control variables, the interaction effect
on power dependence and gain framing significantly influenced work meaning, with a
coefficient of 0.099 and a confidence interval (CI) of [0.020, 0.177], excluding 0; thus, H7 was
supported. However, the interaction effect between power dependence and loss framing
had no significant impact on work meaning, as indicated by the confidence interval (CI) of
[−0.074, 0.040]. Thus, H8 was not supported.

To show the moderating effect of power dependence more directly, a simple slope
analysis was conducted in this study, and the results are shown in Table 8. High-level
(+1SD) and low-level (−1SD) power dependence had positive moderating effects on both
gain framing and work meaning. The simple slope plot is shown in Figure 2. As expected
for H7, as the power dependence increases, the positive influence of the gain framing
on work meaning (represented by the slope of the corresponding effect line in the plot)
gradually increases.

Table 8. Results of the moderating effect analysis.

Moderating Effect Coefficients SD t p 95% CI

high level (+1SD) 0.548 0.060 9.141 0.000 0.430 0.666
Mean 0.450 0.042 10.744 0.000 0.368 0.533
low level (−1SD) 0.353 0.055 6.383 0.094 0.244 0.461
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Figure 2. Interactive effects of G-F and power dependence on work meaning.

4.3.3. Moderated Moderating Effect Testing

SPSS-Model 7 was used to test the moderated mediation effect (bootstrapping 5000 times,
95% confidence interval), and the results are shown in Table 9. The indirect effect of gain
framing on employees’ followership behavior through work meaning was significant at the
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high-power dependence level (β = 0.285, 95% CI = [0.167, 0.395], interval excluding 0). The
results were also significant at low power dependence levels (β = 0.183, 95% CI = [0.108, 0.272],
interval excluding 0), thus supporting H9.

Table 9. Results of the moderated moderating effect analysis.

Power Dependence Level
Gain Framing→Work Meaning→Followership Behavior

Coefficients SD 95% CI

high level (+1SD) 0.285 0.058 0.167 0.395
Mean 0.234 0.041 0.154 0.313
low level (−1SD) 0.183 0.041 0.108 0.272

5. Discussion

This study aimed to explore how leaders’ gain or loss framing of job tasks influence
employees’ perceptions of work meaning and their subsequent followership behavior.
Based on the social information processing theory, the findings indicate that gain framing
indirectly strengthens positive followership behavior by enhancing employees’ perception
of work meaning, whereas loss framing indirectly inhibits followership behavior by de-
creasing this perception. Moreover, it was observed that power dependence strengthens
the indirect influence of gain framing on followership behavior through work meaning.
However, the role of power dependence in moderating the impact of loss framing on work
meaning was found to be insignificant. One potential explanation is that when faced with
loss framing, employees tend to be conservative in avoiding losses and are unwilling to
invest time and effort in work involving loss risk.

5.1. Theoretical Contributions

First, given that leaders serve as both disseminators of organizational information
and constructors of work meaning, their influence on employees’ proactive followership
behavior may be achieved by framing the way employees process information. This
study applies SIPT to investigate the framing effect within leader–follower relationships,
confirming that leaders’ goal framing impacts employees’ follower behavior. The research
findings not only extend the application of SIPT, but also deepen our understanding of how
social information influences employee behavior. It also provides new insights into the
effects of goal framing. Previous studies on goal framing have often focused on exploring
its effects on innovative behavior and ethical decision making from the perspectives of
regulatory fit theory and cognitive appraisal theory, with a lack of research on employee
followership behavior [6–8]. This study, utilizing SIPT, specifically discusses how gain
and loss framing have different effects on follower behavior thus enriching the research
perspective and depth of goal framing studies.

Second, this study investigates the indirect influence of a leader’s goal framing on
followers’ behavior through an intermediate pathway, addressing the previous research gap
related to the lack of process mechanisms [10]. Specifically, it introduces cognitive influences
into the goal framing effect based on SIPT, highlighting how gain and loss framing indirectly
shape followership behavior by influencing work meaning [46]. Empirical findings confirm
the mediating effect of work meaning. This understanding of work meaning contributes to
revealing the complex dynamics of leader–follower interactions. Additionally, by initiating
the exploration of cognitive factors, it enhances the depth of procedural research on goal
framing within organizational behavior studies.

Finally, the study’s contribution of introducing power dependence as a moderator in
the relationship between goal framing and followership behavior is significant. It provides
a more nuanced understanding of leader–follower dynamics by highlighting the differential
effects of gain framing on followership behavior based on the degree of power dependence.
Previous research has focused mostly on the effects of the organizational environment and
individual traits on the outcomes of leadership communication, neglecting the influence
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of power within the organization [66]. In particular, the impact of power dependence as
a boundary condition has received limited attention in goal framing research. However,
several studies highlight that power relationships frequently moderate a leader’s influence
on employees. This study, grounded in SIPT, conceptualizes power dependence as a criti-
cal situational factor and represents a significant theoretical innovation. It examines the
moderating impact of power dependence in the context of China’s high power distance
culture and uses empirical evidence to reveal the varying effects of goal framing on fol-
lowership behavior. The results indicate that for high power-dependent employees, the
impact of gain framing on followership behavior was stronger, a finding that adds com-
plexity to our understanding of how power interact with leadership strategies to influence
employee behavior.

5.2. Practical Implications

First, organizations can incorporate the insights from this research into their leadership
training programs. Leaders can learn about the powerful impact of goal framing on fol-
lowership behavior by attending trainings on how goal framing affect perceptions of work
meaning. The study’s results suggest that leaders can effectively influence followership
behavior by strategically developing the content of goal framing. Therefore, leadership
training programs could include understanding the impact of different framing strategies
and how they can be used to mobilize employees’ sense of work meaning. This can enhance
leaders’ ability to motivate and energize their teams, as well as improve communication
strategies with subordinates.

Additionally, organizations can utilize the results of this study to enhance employee
engagement and motivation. By integrating goal framing strategies with employees’ sense
of work meaning, leaders can create a positive work environment where employees feel
motivated to actively contribute to organizational goals. However, the study’s findings
indicate that the negative impact of loss framing on follower behavior should be viewed
with caution. Organizations can develop strategies to mitigate the potentially harmful
effects of loss framing and ensure that employees maintain a strong sense of work meaning
even in challenging situations.

Finally, recognizing the role of power dependence in shaping the strategic effectiveness
of the goal framework, organizations can take steps to mitigate power differentials. For
example, leaders are encouraged to adjust their leadership style and framing strategies
to the specific characteristics and dynamics of their followers or team members. Leaders
whose followers exhibit high levels of power dependence can increase follower engagement
by emphasizing gain framing. This fosters a supportive and inclusive work culture where
all employees feel empowered to achieve goals. Furthermore, organizations that aim
to promote a positive workplace culture can use research findings related to the gain
framing. Leaders can use gain framing information to improve employees’ perceptions of
the importance of their work, potentially resulting in a more engaged workforce.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research

First, although the data collected in this paper were divided into three time points,
causal relationships were still not effectively verified. Future experimental studies can fur-
ther test the robustness of the research conclusions. Second, framing effects may influence
behavioral outcomes through an individual’s cognitive and emotional responses [10]. This
study demonstrated the mediating role of job meaning, which could be further explored
in future studies, and the mechanism through which emotional factors affect this process
could be considered. Finally, we examined the moderating effect of power dependence
on the influence of goal framing on employees’ work meaning and active followership
behavior. However, the moderating effect of power dependence on how loss framing
affects employees’ work meaning is not statistically significant. Therefore, future studies
might draw on the perspective of regulatory focus theory to investigate how individual
trait factors influence the relationship between goal framing and followership behavior.
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6. Conclusions

This study explores how goal framing influence employees’ followership behavior.
Drawing on SIPT, goal framing is innovatively regarded as social information cues for
research. It was discovered that gain framing indirectly promotes followership behavior by
increasing employees’ sense of work meaning. However, loss framing indirectly inhibits
followership behavior by reducing employees’ sense of work meaning. In addition, our
findings in the context of high cultural distance in China suggest that employees’ power
dependence on leaders strengthens the positive correlation between gain framing and
work meaning and further strengthens the indirect correlation between the gain framing
and followership behavior. Our study emphasizes that the style in which leaders describe
goals to followers has multiple effects (e.g., negative and positive effects) on followers’
behavior, providing new insights into the complex dynamics of leader–follower interactions,
deepening the cognitive hierarchy of research on the goal-framing effect, and adding
to the understanding of the mechanisms by which the goal-framing effect operates in
organizational contexts. Additionally, the results of this study improve the application of
the SIPT and expand the scope of its explanatory power.
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